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ABSTRACT Edge-cloud computing is an efficient approach to address the high latency issue in mobile
cloud computing for service provisioning, by placing several computing resources close to end devices. To
improve the user satisfaction and the resource efficiency, this paper focuses on the task offloading and service
caching problem for providing services by edge-cloud computing. This paper formulates the problem as a
constrained discrete optimization problem, and proposes a hybrid heuristic method based on Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) to solve the problem in polynomial time. The proposed method, LMPSO, exploit PSO
to solve the service caching problem. To avoid PSO trapping into local optimization, LMPSO adds lévy
flight movement for particle updating to improve the diversity of particle. Given the service caching solution,
LMPSO uses a heuristic method with three stages for task offloading, where the first stage tries to make full
use of cloud resources, the second stage uses edge resources for satisfying requirements of latency-sensitive
tasks, and the last stage improves the overall performance of task executions by re-offloaded some tasks from
the cloud to edges. Simulated experiment results show that LMPSO has upto 156% better user satisfaction,
upto 57.9% higher resource efficiency, and upto 155% greater processing efficiency, in overall, compared
with other seven heuristic and meta-heuristic methods.

INDEX TERMS Edge-Cloud Computing, Particle Swarm Optimization, Service Caching, Task Offloading

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, mobile and Internet of Thing (IoT) devices
can be seen everywhere, and their popularity is on

the rise with the increasing of user requirements and the
development of information and communication technology
[1]–[3]. As shown in Cisco Annual Internet Report [4], global
mobile subscribers will account for 71% of population, and
IoT devices will account for about half of global networked
devices, by 2023. The mobile and IoT users’ requirements
cannot be guaranteed only by cloud computing for service
delivery, due to the abundant variety and quantity of Internet
services and the high network latency of the cloud [5]. There-
fore, more and more service providers use edge computing
to improve the service quality, by placing some computing
resources close to user devices [6].

Due to the restricted space of edge computing centres
(edges for short), there are limited amount of computing
and storage resources in edges. Therefore, edge computing

cannot provide all services at a time. Thus, edge-cloud com-
puting is an efficient way to deliver both latency-sensitive and
resource-hungry services, by combining the advantages of
both edge computing and cloud computing [7]. In edge-cloud
computing, some services are deployed (cached) on an edge
for latency-sensitive requests, and the cloud can deliver all
services due to its “infinite” computing and storage resources.

There are two decisions must be made for service pro-
visioning by edge-cloud computing with high efficiency
and performance, service caching and task offloading. The
service caching is to decide which services are deployed
on edges. Task offloading decides the location where each
request task is served. These two decision-making problems
are interrelated. A task can be offloaded to an edge only when
its requested service is cached on the edge. In general, it is
better to cache services with more requests and offload more
requests into edges, as edges provide much lower network
latency than the cloud. But due to the limited resources on
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edges, offloading more tasks to edges can result in an in-
creasing of the computing latency. Thus, the service caching
and task offloading strategies should be jointly designed
carefully for balancing the computing latency on edges and
the network latency on the cloud to improve the service
quality.

Unfortunately, the joint service caching and task offloading
problem is NP hard [8]. There mainly three kinds of methods
to address the problem, which are respectively heuristics,
meta-heuristics, and machine learning (ML). In general,
heuristics are is fast to provide solutions, but the solution
performance is limited due to their local search ideas. Meta-
heuristics can achieve better solutions than heuristics, ben-
efiting from their global search abilities, but they usually
consume more computing time [9]. ML-based methods learn
some patterns from the historical states of task executions,
and make caching and offloading decisions for subsequent
tasks based on learned patterns. ML-based methods may
achieve better performance than other two kinds of methods,
but they are too costly for the pattern learning (training).

Therefore, several researches used meta-heuristics, e.g.,
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [10], Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [11], Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) [12], and
Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) [13], for solving the service
caching and task offloading problem. This is mainly because
meta-heuristics usually achieve a better performance than
heuristics due to their global search abilities. Some works
exploited the hybrid of two meta-heuristics, e.g., PSO + GA
[14], which can achieve a better performance than each one.
While, these methods didn’t consider to integrate heuristic
local search strategy into a meta-heuristic for the joint service
caching and task offloading problem, even though it have
been used in other problems due to the good performance by
combining both advantages of heuristics and meta-heuristics
[15], [16].

Thus, this paper exploits a hybrid heuristic method by
combining a representative meta-heuristic algorithm, Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), and a heuristic algorithm for
joint service caching and task offloading. Specifically, the
proposed method, named LMPSO, employs PSO to achieve
a service caching, with the fitness evaluated by the user
satisfaction and resource efficiency. To achieve a task of-
floading solution given a service caching solution, LMPSO
uses a heuristic algorithm to improve the user satisfaction and
resource efficiency. To overcome the issue that PSO is easily
trapped into local optimization, LMPSO integrates lévy flight
scheme into particle movements to improve the the diversity
of particles. The contributions can be summarized as follows.

1) The joint service caching and task offloading problem
is modelled into a constrained discrete optimization
problem, to minimize the user satisfaction and resource
efficiency, for edge-cloud computing. In this paper,
the user satisfaction is quantified by the number of
tasks with the satisfaction of their requirements. The
resource efficiency is evaluated by the overall resource
utilization.

2) To solve the joint service caching and task offload-
ing problem in polynomial time, A hybrid heuristic
algorithm is designed, which is named as LMPSO.
LMPSO exploits PSO algorithm, and employs lévy
flight in particle moving to improve the performance
of PSO. In LMPSO, each particle position represents a
service caching solution, and the value in a dimension
is the edge servers that the corresponding service is
cached. Given a service caching solution, LMPSO uses
a heuristic method with three stages for task offloading.
The first stage is pre-offloading as many tasks as pos-
sible to the cloud, for making full use of the richness
of cloud resources. The second stage offloads remain
tasks to edges for executing latency-sensitive tasks. At
last stage, the heuristic method re-offloads tasks from
the cloud to edges to improve the overall performance
of task execution.

3) Extensive simulated experiments are conducted for
evaluating the performance of LMPSO, where param-
eters are set referring to existing works and the re-
ality. The experiment results show that LMPSO has
8.34%–156%, 1.00%–57.9%, and 7.91%–155% better
performance in user satisfaction, resource efficiency,
and processing efficiency, respectively, compared with
other seven heuristic and meta-heuristic methods, in
overall.

The rest of this paper was organized as follows. Section II
models the joint service caching and task offloading prob-
lem concerned in this paper, and Section III proposes the
heuristic algorithm to address the problem optimizing the
user satisfaction and resource efficiency. Section IV evaluates
the proposed heuristic algorithm by conducting simulated
experiments. Section V discusses the research works. And
finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. SYSTEM MODEL
This paper considers an edge-cloud computing system con-
sisting of multiple edges and one cloud, as shown in Fig. 1.
Each edge is equipped with one or more edge servers (ESs).
There are multiple user devices having communication con-
nections with an edge, i.e., these devices are covered by the
edge. A user launches its requests by its device, and these
requests can be only processed by the cloud and the edge
covering the device. The cloud provides various types of
cloud servers (CSs). For each service, it can process request
tasks on an ES only when the service is cached on the ES.

In the system, there are E ESs. For optimizing the user
satisfaction, V CSs are rented from the cloud. nj , 1 ≤
j ≤ E + V are used to represent these ESs and CSs,
where nj , 1 ≤ j ≤ E are ESs. For ES/CS nj , it has ccj
computing capacity, csj storage space, and lj communication
channels, where each channel has bdj/b

u
j downlink/uplink

transmission capacity. The cloud can provide all kinds of
services due to its limitless storage space. Thus, for CSs,
nj , E + 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V , their storage spaces are set as
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FIGURE 1. The edge-cloud computing system

infinite, i.e., csj = +∞, E + 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V . Usually, the
cloud provider equips each CS with one Ethernet card. Thus,
the number of communication channels of a CS is one, i.e.,
lj = 1, E + 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V .

Provider delivers S services (ak, 1 ≤ k ≤ S) for users
in the edge-cloud computing system. For the service ak, it
needs sk storage space for its deployment. To represent the
service caching solution, binary variables, xj,k, 1 ≤ j ≤
E, 1 ≤ k ≤ S, are defined to indicate whether a service is
cached on an ES. xj,k = 1 if service ak is cached on ES nj ,
and xj,k = 0 if not.

There are T request tasks (ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ T ) needed to
be served in the system. The service required by ti is ari .
For task ti, it requires hi computing size for its completion.
The input and output data amounts of ti are gdi and gui ,
respectively. This research concerns hard deadline tasks. Task
ti must be finished within its deadline (di). If a task cannot be
finished within its deadline, the service provider has no profit
for processing the task, and thus rejects the task’s request.
Binary variables yi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V are used
to represent the task offloading solution. yi,j = 1 means ti is
offloaded to ES/CS nj , and yi,j = 0 means not. When a task
is offloaded to edges, it only can be offloaded to ESs that its
requested service is cached on. Thus,

yi,j ≤ xj,ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ E. (1)

B. TASK EXECUTION MODEL
When task ti is offloaded to ES/CS nj , i.e. yi,j = 1, the
time consumed by the transitions of its input and output
data are gdi /b

d
i and gui /b

u
i , respectively. The ES/CS needs

hi/c
c
j computing time for processing the task’s input data to

achieve the output data. When multiple tasks are offloaded
to one computing node (an ES or a CS), they compete for
the network and computing resources on the node. In real
world, the output data amount is much less than the input data
amount for a task. Therefore, there are two situations for a
node processing multiple tasks, which are that the bottlenecks
are network and computing resources, respectively. In the
first situation, the computing of a task can be started only

after finishing its input data transmission. Thus, the finish
time of a task can be calculated by

ftneti =

E+V∑
j=1

(yi,j · (ftni + hi/c
c
j + gui /b

u
j )),

1 ≤ i ≤ T, (2)

and

ftni =

E+V∑
j=1

(yi,j · (stni + gdi /b
d
j )), 1 ≤ i ≤ T, (3)

where ftneti is the finish time of task ti when the network
resource is bottleneck, and ftni and stni is the finish and
start time of the input data transmission of ti, respectively.
The network resource is available for transferring the input
data of ti only when all input data transmissions are finished
for all tasks that are allocated to the same communication
channel and started before ti. Thus, the start time of the input
data transmission for a task satisfies

zi,j,m · stni ≥ max
oii<oi

{zii,j,m · ftnii},

1 ≤ i ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V, 1 ≤ m ≤ lj , (4)

where oi ∈ {1, 2, ..., T} is used to indicate the processing
order of tasks offloaded to a computing node. oii < oi means
tii is processed before ti. zi,j,m is a binary variable to indi-
cate the communication channel allocation for ti. zi,j,m = 1
if ti is offloaded to nj and the mth channel is allocated to the
task for its input data transmission, and otherwise zi,j,m = 0.
Then Eq. (5) are satisfied. As two tasks cannot be processed
simultaneously on a channel or a computing node, Eq. (6)
must hold.

yi,j =

lj∑
m=1

zi,j,m, 1 ≤ i ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V. (5)

(i 6= ii)→ (oi 6= oii), 1 ≤ i, ii ≤ T. (6)

In the second situation that the computing resources is the
bottleneck, when ti is offloaded to nj , its input data transfer
has been complete before the computing resource is available
to it. In this case, the computing time of a task is started when
its previous task completes its computing. Thus, the finish
time of each task can be calculated by

ftcpui =

E+V∑
j=1

(yi,j · ( max
oii<oi

{ftii − guii/buj }

+hi/c
c
j + gui /b

u
j )), 1 ≤ i ≤ T, (7)

where fti is the finish time of task ti, i.e., the time when its
output data transfer is complete. fti−gui /buj is the finish time
of ti’s computing when it is offloaded to nj .

Combining these two situations, the finish time of tasks
can be achieved by

fti = max{ftneti , ftcpui }, 1 ≤ i ≤ T. (8)
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And the deadline constraints can be formulated as

fti ≤ di, 1 ≤ i ≤ T. (9)

Noticing that fti = 0 if ti is not offloaded to any computing
node, based on Eq. (2), (7), and (8). Thus, Eq. (9) also hold
for rejected tasks.

For a computing node, it is occupied until all tasks that of-
floaded to the node are finished, thus the amount of occupied
computing resources for ESs are respectively

ocj = ccj ·
T

max
i=1
{yi,j · fti}, 1 ≤ j ≤ E. (10)

But CSs charged in unit time, e.g., hour, in most of cloud
providers. The actual occupied time need to be rounded
up. Therefore, the occupied computing resources of CSs are
respectively

ocj = ccj ·
T

max
i=1
{dyi,j · ftie}, E + 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V. (11)

In each ES/CS, the amount of computing resources ac-
tually used for computing tasks is the accumulated size of
computing size required by tasks offloaded to the node, i.e.,

ucj =

T∑
i=1

(yi,j · hi), 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V. (12)

Thus, the computing resource utilization of each computing
node can be calculated by Eq. (13), and the overall computing
resource utilization in the system can be achieved by Eq. (14).

uj = ucj/ocj , 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V. (13)

U =

∑E+V
j=1 ucj∑E+V
j=1 ocj

. (14)

In the edge-cloud computing system, a task can be of-
floaded to only one computing node, thus, Eq. (15) hold.
In this paper, task redundancy execution is not considered
for performance improvement, as the redundancy consumes
extra resources, which results in a low resource efficiency.

E+V∑
j=1

yi,j ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ T. (15)

Then, the number of tasks accepted by the system for their
processing is

N =

T∑
i=1

E+V∑
j=1

yi,j . (16)

C. PROBLEM MODEL
This paper considers to optimize the user satisfaction and the
resource efficiency. The number of accepted tasks and the
computing resource utilization are used as the metrics for
quantifying these two optimization objectives, respectively.
The formulated model is also compatible with other metrics.
Based on previous formulations, the joint service caching and
task offloading problem can be modelled into

maximizing N + U, (17)

subject to:

Eq.(1)–(16), (18)
xj,k ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ j ≤ E, 1 ≤ k ≤ S, (19)
zi,j,m ∈ {0, 1},

1 ≤ i ≤ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ E + V, 1 ≤ m ≤ lj , (20)
oi ∈ {1, 2, ..., T}, 1 ≤ i ≤ T.

Noticing that the utilization U is less than 1, the main ob-
jective is optimizing the user satisfaction. Decision variables
include xj,k, 1 ≤ j ≤ E, 1 ≤ k ≤ S, zi,j,m, 1 ≤ i ≤ T, 1 ≤
j ≤ E+V, 1 ≤ m ≤ lj , and oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ T . xj,k indicates the
service caching solution. zi,j,m represents the solutions of the
task offloading and the communication channel allocation.
oi denotes the task execution order in each computing node.
Due to the discreteness of decision variables, this optimiza-
tion problem is hard to solve. Therefore, a polynomial time
method is proposed to solve the problem, as illustrated in the
following section.

III. HYBRID HEURISTIC JOINT SERVICE CACHING AND
TASK OFFLOADING METHOD
This section presents LMPSO, the joint service caching and
task offloading method, based on PSO, in details. Similar
to PSO, LMPSO initializes the position of each particle
randomly, and repeats following three steps: 1) evaluating
the fitness for each particle, and updating the global best
position and local positions, 2) updating the position of
each particle as done in PSO, 3) updating the position of
each particle with Lévy Flight. Next, the encoding/decoding
method used by LMPSO is illustrated first, which is the
transform method between a particle position and the service
caching solution. Then, three repeated steps of LMPSO are
detailed, respectively.

A. ENCODING METHOD
LMPSO uses particle positions to represent service caching
solution. There a one-to-one relationship between services
and dimensions of each particle position. For caching S ser-
vices on E ESs, there are S dimensions for each particle po-
sition, where the position on a dimension represents ESs that
the corresponding service is cached on. For each dimension,
the position value is integer, and its range is [0, 2E], where
the jth bit is indicating whether the service is cached on ES
nj , by convert the position value to binary. For example, as
shown in Fig. 2, if there are 5 services (s1, s2, ..., s5) and
5 ESs (n1, n2, ..., n5), the number of dimensions for each
particle position is 10. A position of (2, 3, 5, 20, 30) means
that s1 is cached on n2 ((2)10=(00010)2), s2 is cached on n1
and n2, s3 is cached on n1 and n3, s4 is cached on n3 and
n5, and s5 is cached on n2, n3, n4 and n5.

B. STEP 1: FITNESS EVALUATION
The fitness of a particle is the optimization objective (17)
value of the joint service caching and task offloading solution
derived from its position. Based on above encoding/decoding
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FIGURE 2. An example of encoding/decoding method

method, the position can be decoded into the service caching
solution for each particle. Given the service caching solution,
LMPSO exploits a heuristic task offloading method with
following three stages.

In the first stage, for tasks whose requirements can be sat-
isfied by the cloud, LMPSO pre-offloads them to the cloud.
In every time a new CS needed to be pre-rented, LMPSO
chooses the CS type with the best cost-performance ratio,
for optimizing the cost efficiency on the cloud. In this stage,
the abundance of cloud resources can be made full use for
satisfying requirements of network latency-insensitive tasks.

In the second stage, for tasks that cannot be finished on
the cloud, LMPSO offloads them to ESs, with the service
caching solution decoded by the particle position. In this
stage, edge resources with low network delay are exploited
for processing latency-sensitive tasks.

In the last stage, to improving the resource usage and the
task performance, LMPSO re-offloads tasks from CSs to ESs.
LMPSO exams each task pre-offloaded to the cloud. If the
task can be finished by an ES, then, LMPSO re-offloaded it
to the ES. In the end of the stage, for each CS, if all tasks that
are pre-offloaded to are re-offloaded to ESs, LMPSO cancels
the pre-rent of the CS.

Within each of these three stages, one of the simplest
scheduling method, First Fit (FF), is used to decide the com-
puting node, the communication channel, and the execution
order for each task. Any other scheduling method can be
easily integrated with LMPSO. The design of more efficient
scheduling methods is one of our future works.

Now, given a particle, a joint service caching and task
offloading solution can be gotten from its position. Based
on the solution, the number of accepted tasks, N , and the
overall computing resource utilization, U , can be calculated
according to Eq.(1)–(16). And thus, the fitness value can be
achieved for each particle.

C. STEP 2: PARTICLE MOVEMENT OF PSO
LMPSO conducts two kinds of movement for the position
updating of each particle, the movements of PSO and the
lévy flight scheme, which are respectively illustrated in this
subsection and the next subsection.

In PSO, the position of each particle is updated for moving
it towards its local best position and the global position with

a certain inertia. The updating of a particle in each iteration
step in PSO is as following.

velk = ω · velk + r1 · acc1 · (lbesti − pk)

+r2 · acc2 · (gbesti − pk), (21)
pk = pk + velk, (22)

k = 1, 2, ..., S,

where velk is the movement velocity in the kth dimension for
the particle. pk is the position in the kth dimension. ω is the
inertia weight of the particle. acc1 and acc2 are acceleration
coefficients for moving towards the local best position and
the global position, respectively. r1 and r2 are two random
numbers between 0 and 1.

D. STEP 3: PARTICLE MOVEMENT WITH LÉVY FLIGHT
Because PSO is easily trapped into a local best solution,
the lévy flight movement is added for updating the particle
positions, to improve the diversity of particles. In each it-
eration step, for every particle, after updating the position
using Eq. (21) and (21), LMPSO executes additional random
movement with a certain probability, based on lévy flight.
The additional updating of the position for each particle is
shown in Eq. (23).

pk =

 pk + levy · (r1 · acc1 · (lbesti − pk)
+r2 · acc2 · (gbesti − pk), if r < R

pk, else
k = 1, 2, ..., S. (23)

Where r is a random value in the range of [0, 1]. R is a
constant to indicate the probability of adding the lévy flight
movement for the particle’s updating. levy is a random value
following lévy flight distribution which is µ/|ν|−β . µ and ν
are random variables following Gaussian distributions with
zero mean. The standard deviation of ν is 1, and that of µ is

Γ(1 + β) · sin(π·β2 )

β · Γ(1 + 1+β
2 ) · 2 β−1

2

, (24)

where Γ(•) is the Gamma function. β is the parameter of the
lévy flight distribution. In this paper, referring to [17], β is
set between 1 and 3 randomly.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, the performance of LMPSO is evaluated by
conducting extensive simulated experiments, and the experi-
ment results are analysed.

A. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
In the simulated edge-cloud system, there are 1000 tasks
randomly requesting one of 100 services. For every task,
its required computing size is randomly set between 0.5–
1.2GHz, and the amount of its input data is in the range
of [5, 6]MB, referring to [18]. The deadline of each task
is set between 1 and 5 seconds. Each service requires [40,
80]GB storage space for its deployment, referring to [19].
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The system includes 10 ESs and one CS type. Each ES is
configured with 20GHz computing capacity, 300GB storage
space, and 10 communication channels each with 60Mbps
transmission bandwidth. The configuration of the CS type is
5GHz computing capacity and 15Mbps. The parameters of
ESs and the CS type are set referring to [19].

LMPSO is compared with five heuristic methods, FF, FFD
(First Fit Decreasing), EDF (Earliest Deadline First), PSC
(Popularity-based Service Caching) [20], CEDC-A (Approx-
imation algorithm for Constrained Edge Data Caching) [21],
and two meta-heuristic methods, GA (Genetic Algorithm)
[10], [22] and PSO [11]. For CEDC-A, the accumulated slack
time is used as the quantitative indicator for the profit of
caching a service on an ES. PSO is same as LMPSO except
that PSO does not use the lévy flight movement, and uses FF
as the offloading decision maker. Similar to PSO, GA uses FF
for task offloading. The numbers of populations for LMPSO,
PSO and GA are all set as 100. The probabilities of mutation
and crossover are set as 0.01 and 0.5, respectively. Both
acceleration coefficients are set as 2.0 for PSO and LMPSO.
The inertia weight is linearly decreasing with iteration time
from 0.9 to 0.4.

Task scheduling methods are compared in the following
three aspects.

• User satisfaction. Three metrics are used for the quan-
tification, the number of finished tasks (N ), the accumu-
lated computing size of finished tasks, and the amount
of input data processed by finished tasks.

• Resource Efficiency. One of the most popular metric,
resource utilization (U ), is used for quantifying the
resource efficiency.

• Processing Efficiency. The load processed per unit time.
Two metrics are used, the computing size processed
per second and the amount of input data processed per
second.

The procedure of conducted experiment is first randomly
generating 100 simulated edge-cloud systems. Then, in each
generated system, values of all performance metrics are
measured for all methods, and each metric value of every
method is scaled by that of FF to get the relative differences
of these methods. In the following, the average value from
these 100 systems is reported for each metric.

At the end of this section, several experiments are con-
ducted for evaluating the impacts on the performance of
LMPSO by some parameters of the system and the method,
including the task size, the storage requirements of services,
the particle number of PSO, and the coefficient of the Lévy
Flight distribution.

B. USER SATISFACTION
Fig. 3, 4, and 5 give the metric values in user satisfaction, in
overall, in edges, and in the cloud, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 3, LMPSO can complete 11.3%–97.2 more tasks, pro-
cess 11.2%–98.7% more computing load and 8.34%–156%
more input data, in overall, compared with other methods.
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FIGURE 3. The overall user satisfactions achieved by various methods

There are mainly two improvements by LMPSO, the par-
ticle movement with lévy flight and the task offloading with
three stages. To quantify the improvement of the lévy flight
movement, the performance between PSO and PSO with lévy
flight movement (LPSO) are compared. For evaluating the
improvement of the three-stage offloading idea, each of GA,
PSO and LPSO is compared with itself integrated with the
three-stage offloading scheme (MGA, MPSO and LMPSO),
respectively. As shown in Fig. 6, the lévy flight movement
can improve 5.39% performance for PSO in the number of
finished tasks. The idea of the three-stage heuristic method
can improve about 11% performance in the finished task
number. These two improvements guarantee that LMPSO can
achieve a better user satisfaction than other methods.

The basic idea of the three-stage task offloading method
can result in a more tasks finished by the cloud. This is
because the first stage try to make full use of cloud resources
to finish as many tasks as possible. Therefore, in general,
LMPSO has a better user satisfaction in the cloud than in
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FIGURE 4. The user satisfactions achieved by various methods in edges

edges. For example, LMPSO finishes 18.8% more tasks in
the cloud, as shown in Fig. 5, while only 6.34% more tasks
in edges, as shown in Fig. 4, compared with FF. But there is
a contrary for CEDC-A. LMPSO can finish about 15 times
more tasks in edges while only 1.12% more in the cloud,
compared with CEDC-A. This is mainly because CEDC-A
processes too few tasks in edges, which leading to more tasks
having possibility to be processed by the cloud. In addition,
LMPSO re-offloads several tasks from the cloud to edges for
improving the resource usage of edge resources, which is
help for reducing the number of tasks offloaded to the cloud.

C. RESOURCE EFFICIENCY
As shown in Fig. 7, LMPSO has 1.00%–57.9% higher com-
puting resource utilization than other methods in overall,
which verifies the high resource efficiency of LMPSO. This
is also benefiting from two improvement schemes. As shown
in Fig. 10, the lévy flight movement improves 6.56% resource
efficiency for PSO, and the idea of the three-stage offloading
improves 1.00%–2.03% resource efficiency for GA, PSO and
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FIGURE 5. The user satisfactions achieved by various methods in the cloud

LPSO.
The computing resource utilization is the ratio of used

computing resource amount to the amount of computing
resources occupied for tasks’ computing and data transfers.
There are pipeline execution on each computing node that
multiple tasks are offloaded to. Thus, part of data transfers
are not consuming computing time, as the data transfer of
one task can be concurrently executed with the computing
of another task. A more tasks processed on a node lead to a
greater probability of more data don’t consuming computing
time for their transfers, and thus result in a high resource
efficiency. Thus, in general, LMPSO executes more tasks
with the same edge-cloud resources, and thus achieves a
better resource efficiency, compared with other methods.

D. PROCESSING EFFICIENCY
In general, the processing efficiency is decided by the
speedup of parallel execution for a distributed computing
system. Given a distributed system, an execution strategy
providing more finished tasks imply that it achieves a greater
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FIGURE 6. The improvements by the lévy flight and the multi-stage idea on
the user satisfaction
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FIGURE 7. The overall resource efficiencies achieved by various methods
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FIGURE 8. The resource efficiencies achieved by various methods in edges

speedup. Thus, as LMPSO finishes the most tasks, it achieves
the greatest processing efficiency, compared with other meth-
ods. As shown in Fig. 11, 12 and 13, LMPSO has 10.9%–
98.5% faster computing rate and 7.91%–155% faster data
processing rate in overall, 3.41%–807% and 1.44%–802% in
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FIGURE 9. The resource efficiencies achieved by various methods in the
cloud
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FIGURE 10. The improvements by the lévy flight and the multi-stage idea on
the resource efficiency

edges, 1.11%–28.3% and 1.07%–31.1% in the cloud.
In general, the processing efficiency in edges is better than

that in the cloud for a task offloading method. This is mainly
because the cloud has much poorer network performance
than edges. This leads to a much more data transfer latency
for task executions in the cloud than that in edges, and thus,
more time is used for waiting data transfer for offloaded
tasks to the cloud. And therefore, the processing efficiency is
poor if the data transfer has long latency. Thus, both service
caching and task offloading solutions largely determine the
processing efficiency. This is because they influences the
number of tasks offloaded to edges. Service caching solution
decides which tasks can be offloaded to edges. Task of-
floading solution decides which tasks are offloaded to edges
with limited edge resources. Therefore, this paper focuses on
joint service caching and task offloading strategy, which is
helpful for improving the processing efficiency, as proofed
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FIGURE 11. The overall processing efficiencies achieved by various methods
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FIGURE 12. The processing efficiencies achieved by various methods in
edges

by experiment results.

E. PERFORMANCE BEHAVIOUR WITH VARYING
COEFFICIENTS
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FIGURE 13. The processing efficiencies achieved by various methods in the
cloud
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FIGURE 14. The performance changes with the size of tasks

a: Behaviour with Varying Task Size
Six groups of experiments are conducted for evaluating the
performance changes of various methods with varying size
of tasks. In the αth group of experiments, the computing size,
the input data amount, and the deadline of each task is set in
ranges of [0.5∗α, 0.5∗α+0.7]GHz, [5∗α, 5∗α+1]MB, and
[α, α+ 1]s, where α is also called as the task size coefficient.
The results are shown in Fig. 14. From the figure, it can be
seen that the performance of each method is stable as the task
size is increased. This proofs that our method is suitable for
both small and large tasks.

b: Behaviour with Varying Service Storage Requirement
To study on the performance variation with the storage
requirements of services, six groups of experiments are
conducted. In the λth experiment group, the storage space
required by a service is set as [10 ∗ λ, 10 ∗ λ+ 10]GB, and λ
is called as the required storage coefficient. As shown in the
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FIGURE 15. The performance changes with the storage requirements of
services
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FIGURE 16. The performance changes with the number of particles
(chromosomes)

experiment results, see Fig. 15, except PSC and CEDC_A,
all methods have few changes with the increase of storage
spaces required.

The performance of PSC and CEDC_A are increased with
the storage space required by services. This is mainly because
the number of services cached on ESs are decreased with
their required storage space, which decreases the number
of tasks offloaded to ESs, and thus reduces the room for
performance improvement by caching or offloading strategy.
In the extreme case, no service can be cached on ESs, and all
methods have comparable performance.

c: Behaviour with Varying Individual Number
Fig. 16 gives the performance achieved by LMPSO, PSO, and
GA with the increasing number of individuals from 50 to 300.
As shown in the figure, the performances of LMPSO, PSO,
and GA are almost no change with the number of particles
or chromosomes. This suggests that one needn’t take much
time or effort on tuning the number of individuals, when
exploiting PSO or GA based methods.

d: Behaviour with Varying Parameter of the Lévy Flight
Distribution
Four groups of experiments are conducted by setting the
coefficient (β) of the Lévy Flight distribution as [0, 2], [1,
3], [2, 4], and [3, 5], respectively. The results are shown
in Fig. 17. From these results, it can be seen than β has
almost no impact on the performance of LMPSO. This may
be because the Lévy Flight distribution provides large enough
steps for particle moving out of some local best positions, in
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FIGURE 17. The performance changes of LMPSO with coefficient (β) of the
Lévy Flight distribution. The coordinate value on the horizontal axis is x, which
means x ≤ β ≤ x+ 2.

any group of experiments. Therefore, it doesn’t take effort
to set the coefficient of the Lévy Flight distribution, when
applying LMPSO.

V. RELATED WORK
As the increasing of user demands, the cloud computing or
the edge computing alone cannot accept all of tasks requested
by various mobile and IoT devices. Therefore, several pub-
lished works focused on the edge-cloud computing to provide
services with more efficiency by task offloading. Liu et al.
[23] presented a method with the idea of earliest finish time
first, which reduces the amount of the data transfer by task re-
dundant executions, to optimize the finish time of a workflow.
Sang et al. [24] proposed a heuristic task offloading method
to optimize the user satisfaction with deadline constraints.
The heuristic methods usually take a little time but have
limited performance. Thus, some works used metaheuristic-
based offloading to achieve a better performance with time-
consuming at the expense of the global search ability. Za-
karyia et al. [25] used generic algorithm for optimizing the
overall execution time with deadline constraints. Wang et
al. [11] presented a PSO-based tasks offloading method for
device-edge-cloud cooperative computing to improve SLA
satisfaction. Some other works exploited machine learning
(ML) for task offloading. Xu et al. [26] designed a deep
reinforcement learning based method to optimize the service
latency for edge computing empowered Internet of vehicles.
Wang et al. [27] designed a neural model to learn both
offloading and time division decisions in each time slot for
minimizing the delay with deadline and energy constraints.
ML-based methods can provide an efficient offloading solu-
tion, but usually cost a lot of time for data training.

These above works deemed that an edge can provide all
services. But in real world, there is a limited storage space
for each edge, and an edge cannot support the deployment of
all services. Thus, the service caching problem needed also to
be studied for providing services by edge-cloud computing.

Zhao et al. [28], [29] studied on the optimization of the
makespan by task offloading concerning that each ES pro-
vided only part of services due to its limited storage space.
They transformed the problem to convex programming, and
used progressive rounding to make offloading decision for
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each task. In each ES, they exploited earliest finish time
first to decide the order of task executions. Xia et al. [21]
proposed an Approximation algorithm for Constrained Edge
Data Caching (CEDC-A) for optimizing the overall data
access delay. CEDC-A iteratively cache a data on an ES
such that the caching provides the maximum profit quantified
according to data access latencies. Xia et al. [30] modelled
the caching problem into time-averaged optimization, and
used Lyapunov to solve the optimization. These two works
quantified performance by the network hop number, but in
reality, the performance does not have a positive relation with
the network hop number. Feng et al. [31] focused on the
data caching and computing offloading problem for minimize
the network cost with deadline constraints. They modelled
the problem as a mixed integer nonlinear program problem,
and solve its dual problem iteratively by Lagrange dual
decomposition.

Different from these above related works, this work pro-
poses to use the hybrid heuristic algorithm to solve the joint
service caching and task offloading problem, to optimize the
user satisfaction and the resource efficiency, for edge-cloud
computing. The proposed method exploits the global search
ability of PSO with the lévy flight movement, and uses a
three-stage heuristic approach to improve the cooperation
between edge and cloud computing.

VI. CONCLUSION
This research studies on the service caching and the task
offloading problems to improve the user satisfaction and the
resource efficiency for edge-cloud computing. Their joint
problem is formulated as a discrete optimization problem,
and a hybrid of PSO with the lévy flight movement and a
three-stage heuristic method for solving the problem. Simu-
lated experiment results verify the performance advantages
of the proposed hybrid heuristic method.

This paper focuses on the static caching of services on
edges, which means the caching replacement doesn’t con-
cerned during the service provisioning. When there is no
storage space for caching more services on an ES, it is
an option to replace a service by another new service to
improve the overall performance. It is a challenging work
for designing efficient caching replacement solution. If the
caching replacement solution is improper, it will waste a lot
of edge-cloud resources for replacing a service, leading to a
much low resource efficiency. Therefore, one of the future
works is to design caching replacement method with high
efficiency and effectiveness.
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